
 

 

December 7, 2015 
    
    
Global Financial Markets 

Global equities fell back, and the US Treasury yield curve continued to flatten, as investors reacted to perceived dovish 
comments from Fed Chair Janet Yellen in one of her speeches during the week. The gist of her rhetoric was that a 
December rate hike was not yet off the table. The US Dollar closed last week hardly changed following the traditional lull 
over the Thanksgiving holiday week. Into this week, the greenback traded sideways with an upward bias on relatively poor 
US economic releases and in anticipation of the ECB meeting Thursday and the November US non-farm payrolls on 
Friday. 
  
Global Equities 
 

Global equities were mostly 
unchanged at the beginning of 
the week as investors remained 
on the fence ahead of two key 
speeches from Janet Yellen, 
the results of the European 
Central Bank’s monetary policy 
meeting, and the US non-farm 
payrolls figure due Friday. 
However, share prices ended 
much lower as market players 
perceived Yellen’s speech to be 
somewhat on the hawkish side, 
and investors felt that the ECB’s 
stimulus measures were 
lacking.  

Earlier in the week, US equities 
were flat as investors remained 
on the sidelines awaiting 
speeches from the Fed Chair 
and key economic data 
releases. However, stocks fell 
following affirmation from Yellen 
that a December hike was not 
yet off the table. According to 
Federal Reserve Chair Janet 
Yellen, the US economy has 
"recovered substantially" from 
the Great Recession. Further, 
the economy is set for further 
modest growth, and conditions 
are ripe for the central bank to begin raising interest rates in two weeks. She also added that continuing improvement in the labor 
market helped to strengthen confidence that inflation would move back to their 2% objective over the medium term, and warned that 
delaying a rate increase could have adverse consequences.  
 
Meanwhile, European equities were flat to slightly lower on Monday as investors awaited results of the ECB meeting on Thursday. 
Consensus expectation was for the central bank to ease its monetary policy further, given sluggish growth and disinflationary 
pressures amid low global commodities prices. Following results of the meeting, wherein policymakers decided to cut rates (though 
to a degree which investors felt was lacking), European equities plunged to end the week with a loss. During its final monetary 
policy meeting for the year, the European Central Bank cut its deposit interest rate by less than expected, and failed to meet the 
market expectations in terms of actually expanding the size of its bond purchase program. The central bank cut its overnight deposit 
rate from -0.2% to -0.3%, to push banks to lend instead of parking money in deposits. Its 60 billion euro stimulus program was 
likewise extended by six months to end March 2017, though the amount was retained. While most investors were disappointed by 
the lack of further action, ECB President Mario Draghi stated in the post-meeting press conference that its bond-buying stimulus 
was working. 
 
Asian equities mostly tracked movements overseas and amid country-specific factors, particularly on further weak economic data 
from Japan, the world’s third largest economy, following its entry into a technical recession last week. Market players also moved 
ahead of the release of the Fed Chair Yellen’s speech, the ECB meeting results and the non-farm payrolls report due out Friday.  
 
Week-on-week, the MSCI World and MSCI European indices lost 1.30% and 3.16%, respectively while the Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 
index inched up by 0.46%. The Dow Jones Industrial Average index and S&P500 index lost 0.39% and 0.51%, respectively.  

26-Nov-15 03-Dec-15 % Change

MSCI World 1,700.29 1,678.23 -1.30%

MSCI Europe 129.50 125.41 -3.16%

MSCI Asia-Pacific ex-Japan 413.94 415.86 0.46%

Dow Jones Industrial Average 17,798.49 17,729.68 -0.39%

S&P 500 2,090.11 2,079.51 -0.51%

Global Equity Performance
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The week was heavy with data, culminating in the non-farm payrolls report to be released on Friday (Friday night, Philippine time). 
Releases were largely mixed, which left investors continuing to seek direction from various Central Bank speak.  
 

 Pending home sales in the US inched up for the month of October, as the National Association of Realtors revealed that 

an index measuring pending home sales was up 0.2%, lower than the market estimate of +1%, to a seasonally adjusted 

reading of 107.7 from an upwardly revised 1.6% decline in September. Previously this was at -2.3%. The pace of sales 

flatlined in recent months due to buyers finding a small number of available homes, which caused prices to rise quickly in 

some markets.  

 Factory activity in Texas climbed for a second straight month in November as the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas stated 

that its general business activity index remained less in contraction, rising nearly 8 points to -4.9. Market estimate was for 

the index to clock in at -10.  

 According to the Institute for Supply Management, its gauge of US manufacturing activity fell to 48.6, lower than the market 

estimate of 50.5, from 50.1 in October. Bradley Holcomb, chairman of the ISM’s manufacturing business survey 

committee, warned that the contraction could be a blip, noting that the index is tracing a similar trajectory to that of 2012, 

which fell into contraction last November, then regained ground.  

 US construction spending grew by 1.0% in October, beating the market estimate of +0.6%, to a seasonally adjusted rate of 

US$1.11 trillion, the highest level since December 2007. Spending was lifted by a 0.8% increase in private spending, 

which reached its highest level since 2008.  

 According to data analytics firm Markit, the US Purchasing Managers’ Index fell to 52.8, slightly higher than the market 

estimate of 52.6, the slowest pace since October 2013, from 54.1 in October. The main cause was slower business growth 

as the volume of new work rose by the weakest pace for over two years. 

 According to payroll processor Automatic Data Processing Inc. and forecasting firm Moody's Analytics, US Private sector 

payrolls jumped by 217,000, beating the market estimate of 190,000.The jump was mostly driven by the services sector as 

service providers added 204,000 jobs, the most since June, led by a rebound in profession and business-service higher. 

Meanwhile, manufacturing added 6,000 jobs and construction hired 16,000 people.  

 US equities dropped sharply on Thursday, tracking European bourses, which also fell which as investors were 

disappointed in the ECB’s stimulus plan. The Dow Jones Industrial Average index lost 252.01 points, or -1.42%, to 

17,477.67 and the S&P500index sank 29.89 points, or -1.44%, to 2,049.62. 

 Last week, the number of Americans filing unemployment benefits for the first time rose by 9,000 to a seasonally adjusted 

269,000, compared to the market estimate of 268,000. Levels were consistent with a strengthening labor market, as this 

was the 39th straight week claims ended below 300,000. Meanwhile, the less-volatile four-week moving average of claims 

fell by 1,750 to 269,250 last week.  

 During its final monetary policy meeting for the year, the European Central Bank cut its deposit interest rate by less than 

expected, and failed to meet the market expectations in terms of actually expanding the size of its bond purchase program. 

The central bank cut its overnight deposit rate from -0.2% to -0.3%, to push banks to lend instead of parking money in 

deposits. Its 60 billion euro stimulus program was likewise extended by six months to end March 2017, though the amount 

was retained. While most investors were disappointed by the lack of further action, ECB President Mario Draghi stated in 

the post-meeting press conference that its bond-buying stimulus was working.  

 

  

 

Global Bonds  
 

US Treasury yields rose on the average this week. The entire yield curve 

moved higher as market players digested comments from Fed Chair Janet 

Yellen’s speech on Wednesday and Thursday, which affirmed that a 

December rate hike was not yet off the table. Further into the week, the 

ECB’s monetary policy actions, which were deemed by markets to be lacking, 

caused yields to rise even more.  

 

Week-on-week, yields across the curve rose by 5.25 basis points on average. 

The 10-year benchmark yield led the increase, adding 7.95 basis points. On 

the other hand, the two-year rose the least, adding 1.62 basis points. 

 

 

 

 

 

US Treasury Yield Curve

Tenor 26-Nov 3-Dec  +/- bps

3m 0.173 0.203 3.05

6m 0.377 0.443 6.63

2y 0.934 0.951 1.62

5y 1.671 1.733 6.25

10y 2.234 2.314 7.95

30y 2.994 3.054 5.99



 

 

Currencies  

 
The US Dollar closed last week hardly changed following the traditional lull over 

the Thanksgiving holiday week. Into this week, the greenback traded sideways 

with an upward bias on relatively poor US economic releases and in anticipation 

of the ECB meeting Thursday and the November US non-farm payrolls on Friday. 

The greenback's rally was anchored on the near-certainty of Fed liftoff this 

December and further ECB easing being largely priced in by the market. On 

Tuesday, disappointing US pending home sales of 0.2% (vs. expected 1.5%) 

failed to suppress the US Dollar's ongoing rally, despite firming German inflation 

announced the same day. November US manufacturing contracted to mid-2009 

levels midweek with a ISM PMI of 48.6 (vs. Est 50.5), sending the US Dollar 

down slightly upon comparison to the Eurozone's expansionary score 52.9 (vs. 

consensus 52.6). On Thursday, the USD resumed its modest rally after Fed 

Chair Janet Yellen's comments had a clearly hawkish tone and reinforced market conviction of a December hike. It was the same 

story Friday, just ahead of the US November non-farm payroll release (same day, US time) despite weaker than expected US 

service sector expansion and in-line initial jobless claims data. 

 

Week-on-Week, the EUR/USD pair traded sideways with a slight downward bias, falling 0.51 US Cents, or -0.48%, to close trading 

at the 1.0563 level.    

 

The week ahead (December 7 – December 11) 

 

We expect market participants to stay on the sidelines once again as everyone continues to seek more cues on the Fed’s 

December rate decision, and as investors digest this week’s comments from the Fed, which lean more on the hawkish side. We 

thus expect markets to trade in range, though with a downward bias as investors remain cautious. Meanwhile, we expect the 

Treasury yield curve to continue flattening, with downward bias on prices as investors price in a potential upcoming rate hike, as 

hinted by Fed Chair Yellen in her speech during the week. For next week, expect the EUR/USD pair to trade sideways with a 

pronounced upward bias following the collapse of the short-Euro, long-US Dollar trade after the disappointing decision of the ECB 

to stop short of increasing both magnitude and duration of current easing.   

Currencies 

26-Nov 3-Dec % Change

USD/PHP 47.120 47.150 0.06%

EUR/USD 1.0614 1.0563 -0.48%

GBP/USD 1.5080 1.4941 -0.92%

USD/JPY 122.56 123.46 0.73%

AUD/USD 0.7221 0.7326 1.45%

USD/CHF 1.0241 1.0233 -0.08%

EUR/CHF 1.08694 1.08085 -0.56%

EUR/JPY 130.09 130.41 0.25%



 

 

Philippine Financial Markets 

The local equities market and local government prices marginally declined week-on-week as investors remained cautious 
ahead of the release of the critical November employment data from the US. The Peso traded sideways relative to the US 
Dollar this week as expectations of a December lift-off were largely priced in by the market. 
 
 
Local Equities  

  
The local equities market ended the week marginally lower, tracking losses 
overseas, as investors took cue from developments abroad due to the lack of 
market-moving events locally. 
  
Throughout the shortened work-week, investors have been cautious in 
anticipation of a strong US employment data for the month of November which 
will be released tonight. Moreover, Fed Chairwoman Janet Yellen's hawkish 
statements during her recent speech further strengthened the case for a 
December lift-off, which could trigger another episode of massive capital 
outflow. Still during the week, the European Central Bank held a conference 
where it announced a 10 basis points cut in deposit rates and a six-month extension of its bond-purchasing program. However, the 
markets took this negatively as it falls short of their expectations of significantly more extensive easing. Locally, inflation for the 
month of November was reported at 1.1%, considerably higher than the previous readings, although this did not move the market 
much.  
  
Week-on-week, the PSEi lost 5.14 points, or -0.07%, closing at 6,921.93. For the week, foreigners were net sellers at Php2.00 
billion, or US$42.59 million. Year-to-date, net foreign outflows are roughly US$1.15 billion. 
  
Industrial: 

 Emperador, Inc. (PSE Ticker: EMP), through Grupo Emperador Spain S.A., has acquired Fundador Brandy and three other 

liquor brands from Beam Suntory with an all-cash offer of EUR275 million or Php13.8 billion. In a statement, Emperador said 

that the acquisition included Fundador Pedro Domecq, Terry Centenario, Tres Cepas, and Harveys. Other assets likewise 

included a brandy distillery in Tomelloso, Spain. 

 Manila Electric Co. (PSE Ticker: MER) subsidiary Meralco PowerGen Corp. is developing a 500-megawatt coal-fired power 

plant in Mauban, Quezon through San Buenaventura Power Ltd. Co. (SBPL). SBPL is a joint venture with New Growth B.V., 

a subsidiary of Thailand’s Electricity Generating Public Co. or Egco. The developers have secured Php42.15 billion in 

funding from BDO Unibank, Inc., China Banking Corp. (Chinabank), Metropolitan Bank & Trust Co. (Metrobank), Philippine 

National Bank (PNB), and Rizal Commercial Banking Corp. Metrobank-Trust Banking Group acted as collateral trustee, while 

BDO Unibank-Trust and Investments Group served as the loan facility agent. 

Holding Firms: 

 Metro Pacific Investments Corp. (PSE ticker: MPI) has secured Php26.5 billion worth of loans from BDO and Chinabank to 

fund its investment in various projects and for other general corporate purposes. MPI has earmarked Php478 billion for 

capital expenditures from 2015 to 2020, Php170 billion of which will be used for fund power projects, Php106 billion for water, 

Php65 billion for roads, PHp44 billion for rail projects, and Php16 billion for hospitals. 

 The property development arm of conglomerate DMCI Holdings (PSE Ticker: DMC) DMCI Homes anticipates to add about 

Php50 billion in new residential inventory in the Philippines next year while working on sustaining an annual growth of at least 

10%. According to DMCI Homes CFO, the company has launched about Php30 billion worth of new products in 2015. 

Meanwhile, DMCI Homes expects to launch 14,000 new residential units valued at P50 billion next year. 

Property: 

 Gokongwei-led, Robinsons Land Corp. (PSE ticker: RLC), reported estimated net profit for full year 2015 of PHp5.7 billion, 

21% higher than last year's Php4.7 billion. The growth was driven by the strong office revenue and higher residential margins 

which offset weak mall margins. Revenues increased by 15% to Php19.7 billion, pushed higher by strong office revenues 

which grew by 45%. Meanwhile, reservation sales declined by 3.7% due to the absence of any launches. 

 Ayala Land Inc. (PSE ticker: ALI) obtained approval from the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) to raise up to 

Php50 billion worth of debt securities to support its expansion plans. The company intends to issue up to Php20 billion in 

corporate bonds and up to Php10 billion in commercial paper next year to fund an estimated capital expenditure of Php85-90 

billion which is earmarked for its residential, mall, office, and hotel projects.  

27-Nov 4-Dec % Change

PSEi 6,927.07 6,921.93 -0.07%

Philippine  Stock Exchange  Index



 

 

 
Philippine Bond Market  

 
The local fixed income market opened the week with rising yields as 
investors remained on the sidelines ahead of two speeches from Federal 
Reserve Chair Janet Yellen and US economic data releases culminating in 
the US nonfarm payrolls figure, coming out end-of-week. Higher yields were 
sustained following Fed Chair Janet Yellen’s speech, which was percevied 
by investors to be on the hawkish side. 
 
Yields climbed 9.9 basis points on average week-on-week. The short-end of 
the curve edged up by 1.17 basis points, followed by the long-end which 
rose by 4.12 basis points. Meanwhile, the belly of the curve rose sharply by 
20.26 basis points. 
 
 
Philippine Peso  
 
The Peso traded sideways relative to the US Dollar this week as 

expectations of a December lift-off were largely priced in by the market. This 

shortened work week started on Tuesday with the Peso closing weaker in 

anticipation of November US non-farm payrolls this Friday (US time). Only a 

very poor result will likely derail a Fed liftoff in the December FOMC 

meeting. Mid-week, the Peso took a breather and recovered slightly on poor 

US manufacturing results for November. On Thursday, the Peso resumed its 

slide upon noticeably more hawkish commentary from Janet Yellen 

reinforcing broader market conviction of a hike this December. ADP also 

reported US payrolls in line with consensus. By the weekend, the Peso 

rebounded on an upset following the broader US Dollar depreciation as the 

ECB decided to stop short of more aggressive easing and only extended the 

current program and cut deposit rates further. 

 

Week-on-week, the USD/PHP pair was hardly changed, rising 3 centavos, or 0.06%, to close the week at the 47.15 level. 

 

 The Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) reported that sin tax revenues accelerated by 80% to Php14.5 billion last October. 

Total collection from alcohol products was at Php3.7 billion, up 12%, while cigarettes contributed Php10.9 billion, up an 

astonishing 126%. Moreover, BIR’s sin tax collections grew 22% to Php105.5 billion in the first ten months of the year from 

the same period last year, which is also 20% above target for the period. According to BIR Commissioner Kim Jacinto-

Henares, the government is optimistic these figures will further improve as the implementation of the Sin Tax Law’s 

increased excise tax rates kick in for the next few years until 2017. 

 The DOF cited the need to shift focus from traditional exports to domestic consumption and increased investment for 

services in the face of waning global demand for Philippine export products. China's economic slowdown, and its attendant 

effect on Japan and the US, was key to the slumping demand of local exports, per DOF under-secretary Gil S. Beltran. Mr. 

Beltran highlighted the importance of service sectors like Information Technology (IT)-BPO as a possible alternative to 

counter-balance weakness in exports.  

 The Banko Sentral ng Pilipinas said it may increase its holdings of Chinese Renminbi to diversify its sources of foreign 

exchange reserves. This is after the International Monetary Fund (IMF) admitted the Chinese yuan into its benchmark 

currency basket. Local policymakers are likewise considering purchasing more yuan bonds, including those of longer 

tenors, as they become available. 

 The Social Security System collected Php98.26 billion in contributions during the first nine months of the year, 10% higher 

than last year's Php89.03 billion. Contribution collections from employed members grew 11% to Php85.5 billion which the 

SSS attributed to their stricter implementation of policies concerning the obligations of employers. Meanwhile, collections 

from voluntary members, self-employed and overseas Filipino workers increased by 11%, 9% and 6%, respectively, 

showing that more and more individuals appreciate the benefits they can get from SSS. 

 In a report by the Bureau of the Treasury, the Philippine government’s outstanding debt marginally increased by 0.4% to 

Php5.958 trillion as of end-October from Php5.936 trillion a month ago due to additional borrowings at the start of the 

fourth quarter. The government’s outstanding debt was also higher than the Php5.714 trillion recorded in the same period 

last year. Moreover, domestic liabilities also rose by 0.4% to Php3.898 trillion in October from Php3.883 trillion in end-

September, while outstanding long-term foreign debt edged up 0.3% to Php2.06 trillion in end-October from Php2.053 

trillion in September. 

Currencies 

26-Nov 3-Dec % Change

USD/PHP 47.120 47.150 0.06%

EUR/USD 1.0614 1.0563 -0.48%

GBP/USD 1.5080 1.4941 -0.92%

USD/JPY 122.56 123.46 0.73%

AUD/USD 0.7221 0.7326 1.45%

USD/CHF 1.0241 1.0233 -0.08%

EUR/CHF 1.08694 1.08085 -0.56%

EUR/JPY 130.09 130.41 0.25%

T enor 27-Nov 4-Dec  Change

1m 2.67 2.66 -1

3m 2.23 2.15 -7

6m 2.79 2.91 12

1y 3.67 3.68 1

2y 3.35 3.97 62

3y 4.23 4.23 -1

4y 3.83 3.88 5

5y 3.92 4.03 10

7y 4.60 4.85 25

10y 4.07 4.08 1

20y 5.45 5.47 3

25y 4.92 5.01 9

Average 9.9

Peso Yie ld Curve                                        

(PDST-R2 Reference Rates)



 

 

 Data from the Bureau of the Treasury showed that tax expenditures by the national government dropped 38% to Php8.80 

billion as of the third quarter of the year from Php12.99 billion recorded in the same period last year. The Bureau attributed 

the decline to the weak commodity prices and low trading. For the month of September, the government's tax spending 

reached Php179 million only, significantly lower than last year's Php2.97 billion. For the whole year 2015, a total of 

Php25.475 billion was allotted for tax expenditures. 

 

The week ahead (December 7 – December 11) 

 

This week, we expect the market to continue to trade range-bound, taking cues from international markets, due to the lack of 

catalysts domestically. For this week, our expected trading range is 6,850 to 6,950. Bond yields are expected to trade sideways with 

an upward bias next week, as we anticipate market players to remain cautious ahead of the Fed’s meeting in December. For next 

week, risks of stronger Peso owing to a significant greenback correction versus other global pairs may be offset by an exceptionally 

robust US non-farm payroll report for November, which could color outlook on succeeding rate increases after liftoff. 


